Exploring working conditions in selected rural schools: teachers’ experiences
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Even though quality education is important for the empowerment of individuals and development of society, some rural schools in South Africa continue to function amid tough conditions. Because little research on the topic exists, with this article I explore and identify teachers’ experiences of the working conditions in rural schools in South Africa. A qualitative, descriptive and interpretive case study was used, and 5 schools were purposively selected as cases for the study, 2 primary and 3 secondary schools. Interviews and observations with 11 teachers provided insight into the difficult working conditions that teachers in some rural school need to contend with. Teachers in rural schools continue to experience difficult working conditions and due to their loyalty to their schools, they do not relocate to other schools. Dilapidated infrastructure, a lack of chalk boards, insufficient textbooks, among others, hamper teacher’s working conditions and constrain their teaching. The participants in the study indicated that principals played a fundamental role in supporting and inspiring teachers who work under challenging conditions.
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Introduction
Teaching conditions play an important role in the quality of teaching, learners’ performance, and teachers’ willingness to remain at a particular school (Ni, 2012; Raggl, 2015). It is generally accepted that supportive working conditions improve teacher efficacy and student achievement (Ladd, 2011; Sellen, 2016) and less supportive conditions lead to teacher attrition that undermines efforts to provide high-quality teaching to all learners (Kraft, Marinell & Yee, 2016; Marinell & Coca, 2013).

Researchers (Adeleji & Olaniyan, 2011; Brownell, Bishop & Sindelar, 2018; Du Plessis & Mistry, 2019; Stelmach, 2011) agree that rural schools face a unique set of working and social conditions such as attracting and retaining qualified teachers, especially for mathematics and science, information communications technology (ICT) and English. Learners travel long distances to school on foot and multigrade teaching and learning is almost the norm. There is scarcity of research in South Africa that explores how such conditions influence teaching and teachers in rural schools. With this article I seek to contribute to research on rural education in South Africa by exploring rural teachers’ place-based experiences of their teaching and working conditions.

Understanding the Working Conditions of Teachers and Teaching
Teachers and the working conditions they contend with play a key role in achieving quality education for all (Bloch, 2009; United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization [UNESCO], 2008). The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD, 2019) teacher reviews have shown that working conditions are crucial for the attractiveness of the teaching profession, as well as for retaining well qualified teachers. Johnson (2006) posits that working conditions are influenced by the organisational structure and the social, political, psychological, and physical features of the work environment. The New York State United Teachers (NYSUT, 2014:34) refers to the teaching conditions as the “school’s systems, relationships, resources, environments and personnel that affect a teacher’s ability to achieve instructional success with their students.” In this article I explore teachers’ experiences of the working conditions in rural schools. Adeleji and Olaniyan (2011) observe that the working condition of teachers in rural schools across sub-Saharan Africa place them at a disadvantage in providing adequate teaching activities. The National Development Plan (NDP) 2030 indicates that problems with the working conditions of teachers in South African rural schools needed urgent attention (National Planning Commission [NPC], 2012:49).

Although education is considered useful for national development in Africa, working conditions of teachers in rural schools have not changed or improved much (Opoku, Asare-Nuamah, Nketsia, Asibey & Arinaitwe, 2020). In South Africa, researchers (Emekako, 2017; Hlalele, 2013; Langa, 2013) note the poor state of classrooms, a lack of visitation by provincial officers, and poor sanitary conditions as some factors that affect the working conditions of teachers and teaching in rural classrooms. Namibian working conditions for rural teachers are influenced by malnutrition among learners (that makes it difficult for them to concentrate and grasp the content being taught), learner absenteeism, lack of motivation, and a lack of parental support and guidance (Namwandi, 2014; Shikalepo, 2020). According to Nganga and Kambutu (2017), Kenyan rural teachers’ working conditions include learners sharing textbooks, which forces teachers to write summaries on chalkboards for learners to copy into their summary books, and a scarcity of teachers specialising in maths and science to ensure quality teaching and learning. The above-mentioned difficult working and social conditions indicate that rural teachers work hard to provide better education for the learners and yet still find themselves falling short.
Conceptual Framework
In this study we use Mason and Poyatos Matas’ (2015) four main components of the capital model: human capital; social capital; structural capital; and positive psychological capital to identify and understand the working conditions of teachers and teaching in specific rural schools. Human capital refers to the professional knowledge and skills and opportunities for continuing professional development (Mason & Poyatos Matas, 2015), because teaching in rural schools requires teachers who have the requisite knowledge, understanding and commitment to remain in these schools. Social capital refers to the development of a school culture where teachers accept themselves as equal members and work together as a team (Mason & Poyatos Matas, 2015). The school leadership creates a favourable working environment by organising professional development and encouraging collaboration between teachers.

Structural capital refers to the existence of basic facilities in schools, such as appropriate classrooms and teaching materials, to motivate teachers to provide quality education in rural schools (Mason & Poyatos Matas, 2015). Lastly, psychological capital refers to personality traits such as commitment, resilience, and the desire to work as teachers despite the lack of incentives, to provide better education for learners. Understanding teachers’ perspectives on the working conditions in rural schools is important, seeing that little research on this topic exists. In this study we explored the following questions:

a) How do teachers perceive the working conditions of teaching in South African rural schools?
b) What are the teachers’ experiences of the working conditions in their schools?
c) How do these conditions enhance and/or constrain teaching and teachers in the schools?

Methodology
This study was exploratory in nature and I used a qualitative, descriptive, and interpretive case study to gain insight into the “multiplicity of teachers’ perspectives which are rooted in a specific context” (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003:24). Five schools, two primary and three secondary schools, were selected as cases for this study. The underlying philosophy of a single case study is “not to prove but to improve” (Stufflebeam, Madaus & Kellaghan, 2000:283) and contribute to the existing knowledge on rural teachers’ working and social conditions of teaching and learning.

In the study we used “semi-structured individual interviews and a mixture of episodic structure (asking the interviewee to draw on specific experiences, concrete cases) and narrative structure (reflecting on their experiences over time, exploring the representation that they formed of their experiences)” (Flick, 2000:75–92). It was important to focus on what the teachers said about the specific teaching conditions in their schools. The follow-up questions emerged from participants’ responses, (as they emphasised specific aspects), strengthening the original interview questions, and I gained a nuanced understanding of the lived experiences through participants’ detailed descriptions and explanations.

Permission was sought from the various schools to collect data. The interviews were conducted after school, and each interview session lasted between 45 minutes and an hour, varying from session to session. Data collection lasted 12 days as unexpected teacher union meetings took place, and some teachers attended workshops presented by the Department of Education. With the participants’ permission, all interviews were audio-recorded to ensure that all information was captured accurately. I also used unstructured observations and video-recorded the physical conditions of the buildings, the available educational resources such as laboratories, libraries, and textbooks (see images in Figure 1 as examples showing the physical conditions at the schools. All schools’ names are pseudonyms). The intention of this observation was to understand the reality of some of the school setting to contextualise teachers’ responses during the interviews.
The participating schools were purposively selected, and the teachers were selected based on their teaching experience at rural schools. Table 1 outlines the teachers’ number of teaching years in the different schools. Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2011) assert that the researcher decides what needs to be known and sets out to find people to provide the information. I therefore approached teachers that had participated in the Wits rural teaching practice project, because they were born in and worked within the Zembe community. Of the 15 teachers whom I approached, only 11
agreed to participate in the study – four participants from the two selected primary schools and seven participants from the three selected secondary schools. Consent forms were distributed to participants to complete before the interviews were held (see Table 1 for participants). To adhere to ethical considerations, I used letters of the alphabet to represent the teachers and pseudonyms to represent the schools. The schools were situated in different locations within the Zembe community and had distinctive characteristics (see Table 1 for the schools).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Sample of interview participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data organisation and analysis began immediately after collection, guided by Tuckman and Harper’s (2012) statement that data collection and analysis processes are inseparable in qualitative research. Each interview transcript was read several times to ensure thorough and accurate work, while coding responses to identify, analyse and report emerging patterns of the teachers’ experiences and the influences on the teaching conditions, and identified themes. I then extracted quotations that were critical for each theme to enhance the teachers’ descriptions and narrations of their experiences in their own words; “capturing in their language and letting them speak for themselves” (Singleton & Straits, 1999:349). I used a small sample to explore and understand the teachers’ experiences in detail and to generalise the findings, which Carter and Fuller (2015) identify as a unique strength of qualitative studies.

Results
"... These Conditions have been with Us for a Long Time ..."

From the participants’ responses I concluded that the working conditions in the schools have not been favourable, and that this situation had existed for a long time. The teachers got used to these conditions and lost all hope for change.

We have come to accept that it is like this; these conditions have been with us for a long time, will stay with us forever. You don’t even think about them anymore, it’s work as usual forever. I can’t remember our school in good conditions anymore. (Teacher C: Oakley Secondary School)

... you get used to things you should not here mam,‘ because the conditions are old, they have been here forever... (Teacher J: Serisha Primary School).

Even though the teachers were concerned about the lack of transformation in their schools, they have been committed to their work. Considering the number of years working in the schools, teachers have used their contextual and professional knowledge and skills to remain in rural schools. Despite the number of years in unchanged difficult working conditions, teachers’ resilience and motivation was noted. Even though they acknowledged that the conditions would not normalise, they knew that teaching had to continue for the betterment of the community and the learners.

Furthermore, teachers were of the opinion that the working conditions for teaching were out of their control.

... there’s nothing we can do with such conditions, nothing at all as teachers. We are expected to teach in any condition, whether good or bad ... change is taking very long in rural areas (Teacher A: Oakley Secondary School).

... we just don’t know what to do any more. If you don’t have anything else, you stay in these conditions ... The government doesn’t care about our schools here. If they don’t see it, it doesn’t exist; you can talk all you want. (Teacher E: Coromandel Secondary School)

... do feel left out most of the time. We really feel forgotten in our rural schools, and still have to perform in these dangerous conditions ... (Teacher G: Delane Primary School).

The teachers were aware of the continuing marginalisation of rural schools as they were expected to teach and perform under dangerous working conditions. Such reflection represents positive personal character and understanding of the “reality” of the context. These findings are similar to those described by participants in other studies (Emekako, 2017; Hlalele, 2013; Langa, 2013) in that provincial officials do not visit rural schools to assess their needs. Given the teachers’ exposure to difficult working conditions, it is understandable that teachers have lost confidence in the provincial government. Balfour, Mitchell and
Moletsane (2008:102) ask: “Why is it that, 17 years after the demise of apartheid, South Africa and its education system are still plagued by seemingly insurmountable challenges, with no change in sight for those who need it most, especially those who live, work, and learn in rural marginalised communities?” Such experiences in rural schools affect the provision of quality education, even though these teachers showed their commitment to provide better education – irrespective of the dangerous working conditions.

The “Appalling” and “Embarrassing” Working Conditions for Teachers and Teaching

Teachers talked about their experiences of teaching conditions, to illustrate the lack of improvement, and their distress. The infrastructure, physical and teaching resources, constrained effective teaching and influenced the teachers’ morale negatively. Teachers had to contend with, the lack of staffrooms, libraries, chalkboards, and textbooks, which are important tools for efficient teaching. Hansen, Buitendach and Kanengoni (2015) posit that access to adequate resources has been problematic in South Africa, which affects teachers’ motivation and enthusiasm for their jobs.

Hansen, Buitendach and Kanengoni (2015) posit that access to adequate resources has been problematic in South Africa, which affects teachers’ motivation and enthusiasm for their jobs. Teachers reflected on the physical and teaching resources in the schools that influenced teaching and teachers;

The conditions are appalling. Can you imagine, we don’t have a staffroom. Since I came here, it’s been 15 years, still no staffroom. And 20 years later nothing has changed for us here (Teacher: J. Serisha Primary School).

There are no chalkboards in some classes; it’s pieces of chalkboards everywhere. I need to write while teaching ... but I can’t. Teaching is about writing; [the] chalkboard is all we have here and this affects teaching and learning. The chalkboard is very important and now you don’t have it, you have a small piece of it. It’s all I ever know and now it’s disappearing. I’m not sure how I will teach. Mr Zondo [not his real name] is also frustrated because he needs the whole chalkboard for maths, to show learners how to solve mathematics problems, but there’s little left of it to use. Think of poetry; it needs to be analysed on the board, learners need to see how to do it, step by step. (Teacher A: Oakley Secondary School)

The staffroom is one of the important dedicated spaces for teachers to perform various professional duties such as marking learners’ books, interacting and discuss ideas with colleagues, planning lessons and holding staff meetings. The lack thereof meant that teachers had to transform one of the classrooms and create a staffroom – in schools that do not have enough classrooms. This did not only constrain teachers but also teaching, because they did not have a place and space to prepare themselves before lessons. Hunter, Rossi, Tinning, Flanagan and Macdonald (2011:23) posit that a “staffroom not only functions as a physical space, but also a social, cultural and emotional space for teachers.” Even though teachers did not have a place to interact with colleagues and destress after intense teaching, they were understanding and committed to serve the rural community and the learners.

The chalkboard is the centre of a classroom and important for teaching, especially if it is the only tool available to share knowledge. The lack of proper chalkboards slowed teachers because they could not talk and write on the board, to “allow students to keep pace with the teacher” (Muttappallymalil, Mendis, John, Shanthakumari, Sreedharan & Shaikh, 2016:591). The “pieces” of chalkboards constrained teachers’ teaching activities, e.g. drawing diagrams, doing calculations, and analysis of literature. The findings are consistent with Phiri and Mulenga (2020) that most of the chalkboards in rural schools are dilapidated and sometimes it is difficult to find any chalkboard in a school.

Textbooks are of the most important teaching tools and provide various sets of visuals and readings in rural schools. Milligan, Koornhof, Sapire and Tikly (2019:536) state that textbooks “save time, give direction to lessons, guide discussion, make teaching ‘easier’ and better organised.” While this might be the case, it was difficult for the English and Sepedi teachers to teach effectively without sufficient textbooks, because it meant engaging with unprepared learners. The following comment is illustrative:

Mam, just the thought of it, it’s embarrassing... I can’t ask them [learners] to do more reading at home, because what will they read? There’s insufficient textbooks; they are always underprepared. Literature is one of the sections to teach learners independent and critical reading, thinking and writing, but now how can you do that when you don’t have enough textbooks? I have three classes to teach, we move with the textbooks to the next class every time. This affects my teaching because I end up doing everything for them. We don’t want to teach them to be dependent, but the conditions are not easy because they make us teach in a particular way. (Teacher F: Coromandelel Secondary School)

Textbooks play a significant role in language teaching and the preparation of learners to speak a second language (English in this instance). Teachers’ concerns about the insufficient textbooks to encourage a culture of reading, is understandable in a context where learners’ reading and analytical skills and performance in international and local tests continues to be poor. Paxton (2015), in a study conducted in the Eastern Cape, identified that teachers struggled to teach without textbooks, because learners were unable to prepare before the lesson. The lack of sufficient textbooks not only constrained teachers’ pedagogy but also the teaching of important skills such as thinking,
speaking, and writing, which are important to promote independent learners (Makalela, 2015; Trisha, 2016). Although the lack of sufficient textbooks is a national problem in South Africa, it is worse in rural schools as there are no alternative places like community libraries for learners to access additional reading matter.

Furthermore, learners from Grade R to secondary school suffer in distressing classroom situations that do not stimulate learning and children’s active participation. Gordon and Browne (2014) state that classrooms are considered the heart of each day’s world for the children and the teachers, and children should be allowed to feel safe and motivated to learn.

*Everything is not right, the conditions are never right for teaching and learning. There are small kids here … falling ceilings, potholes in classrooms. It is our responsibility if something happens to them … we had to use the kitchen, changed the kitchen to a classroom for grade R children. They are overcrowded … three kids share one table, others have to use chairs as tables to write. They have to learn to write with good table and chairs … how can they learn to write in such a challenging situation?* (Teacher H: Delane Primary School)

... some learners don’t have chairs … the chair is supposed to be four-legged, but it’s three, it’s a balancing game. It’s crazy, think of a car with three wheels, how can it move because it’s supposed to have four wheels? Others don’t have tables, are writing on their laps. For how long will you write on your lap? For the whole day and all subjects? (Teacher C: Oakley Secondary School)

While it is unthinkable to teach and learn in a classroom with “potholes” and falling ceilings, the well-being of children is the teachers’ responsibility. The above description of classrooms indicates that the physical arrangement does not support comfortable teaching for teachers. The number of children and the existing dilapidated furniture prevent the appropriate and fundamental development of reading and writing skills, which are important to set the foundation in primary schools. Gerdes, Durden and Manning (2013) state that the arrangement of the physical environment of the classroom can have a big impact on teaching and learning. One secondary school teacher gave an interesting example of a three-wheeled car to create a picture of learners’ real classroom conditions, which do not make learning exciting and limit active engagement in the classroom. UNESCO Institute for Statistics (2006) highlights that when classrooms are characterised by the above inadequacies, they limit the child’s right to learn, and it is thus unlikely that teachers can provide quality education.

The School Culture and the Teaching Conditions

Although principals were neither the focus of or participants in the study, teachers identified them as enabling or constraining working conditions for teaching.

*I think our principal is doing great. The teaching mood is great … we follow from his steps, and communication is great and shows respect. The principal encourages us to do our best with the little we have, and we have been performing well under the circumstances.* (Teacher D: Farel Secondary School)

*It’s not bad in our school. The conditions are favourable for teaching and learning, classes have proper teaching and learning resources. Our principal makes sure that we talk about the conditions; he promises to attend to them so that we focus on our work. You don’t have to worry about the conditions as a teacher; my role is to make sure that learners learn successfully.* (Teacher K: Farel Secondary School)

Inspiring and supportive leadership encourages teachers to focus on their teaching, irrespective of inadequate infrastructure. It does not mean that the working conditions are not “real”, but that effective principals can promote positive teachers’ attitudes by promoting collegiality. These findings are consistent with social capital which states that school leaders who create favourable environments can have a positive impact on teacher retention (Mason & Poyatos Matas, 2015).

Some principals’ lack of support within challenging working conditions constrained teaching and teachers.

*The principal is not supportive; the staff is divided; lack of respect; it’s actually not a good condition to work in our school. We have been complaining that we don’t get information on time from the department; the principal stayed with the information until the last minutes. I needed to attend a physical science workshop and he informed me a day before. Mr Ndawe [pseudonym] was supposed to attend a maths workshop; and the principal didn’t inform him on time. The school is chaotic, we take the lead from him. Other conditions depend on our leadership, how effective he is … our condition of leadership is not supportive, and you can only do so much as a teacher.* (Teacher F: Coromandel Secondary School)

It is crucial that teachers have opportunities for professional development, especially in a context where provincial officials rarely visit schools. Teachers’ development is important to expose them to current trends in teaching, improve their skills and interact with colleagues within specialisations (Opoku et al., 2020). The relationship between the principal and the teachers constrained the working conditions as there was no support to enhance teachers’ subject knowledge, which have been identified as scarce in rural schools. It is the principal who prevents professional development, thus influencing learners’ performance. The findings show that even though schools are located within the same district and are exposed to the same socio-economic conditions, conditions
depended on the nature of the principal’s leadership and interaction with teachers.

Discussion
While quality education has been recognised as a basic human right for all, more work still needs to be done as rural schools continue to encounter difficulties in accessing quality education (Adedeji & Olaniyan, 2011; Balfour et al., 2008; Phiri & Mulenga, 2020). The results illustrate that even though rural teachers have been exposed to challenging teaching conditions, they remained committed and resilient despite poor working conditions. According to Mason and Poyatos Matas (2015:55) “teachers who choose to remain in rural schools have the requisite knowledge, understanding and commitment to remain in these schools.” The teaching experiences in rural schools show that teachers have prioritised the provision of better education in spite of the difficult working conditions. These findings are different from those of other studies (Johnson, 2006; Kraft et al., 2016; Marinell & Coca, 2013) that indicate that less supportive working conditions lead to teacher attrition; instead, teachers’ character led to teacher retention.

The findings in our study are consistent with those in research on the significance of the principals that encourage teacher development, create favourable environments for supportive teamwork, and promote respect and collaboration among teachers (Johnson, 2006; Mason & Poyatos Matas, 2015; Opoku et al., 2020). The combination of human, social and psychological capital plays an important role in teachers’ decisions to stay at rural schools despite the challenging working conditions, because of commitment and shared goals to better the education in rural schools. Interestingly, the findings also show that even though teachers may constantly experience complications owing to the lack of proper chalkboards, insufficient textbooks, dilapidated classrooms, et cetera, leadership plays a positive role in ensuring success against all odds. On the other hand, at schools where the leadership does not address challenging working conditions, this negatively influences teachers’ morale and willingness to work, owing to the unsupportive leadership.

If newly qualified teachers are to be encouraged to teach in schools with challenging working conditions, the authorities and policy makers need to take cognisance of the findings of this study. This is particularly important as the Initial Teacher Education programmes are encouraged to send their pre-service teachers to such schools for teaching practicum.

The findings should also encourage principals to constantly interact and encourage teachers working in challenging conditions to ensure that they remain at the school. The findings will also assist academics to understand the working conditions in rural schools and the teachers’ experiences of such conditions.

Limitations and Conclusion
I acknowledge several limitations of this study. Firstly, the study did not include learners’ perceptions of the teaching and learning conditions. Future studies could include learners’ experiences in rural schools on whether and how such experiences influence their performance. Secondly, even though principals’ contributions were mentioned by teachers, they were not included in the study. Principals’ experiences could be included in future studies to gain insight into leaders’ experiences of leading under difficult working conditions. Thirdly, the study focused only on rural schools located within a particular province; some rural schools located in different provinces have specific teaching conditions that influence them differently – something that could also be researched. In conclusion, the findings reveal the continuous challenges of teaching in rural schools, but teachers are not planning to leave the schools. The teachers’ personality traits and loyalty make them resilient and help them focus on teaching and encouraging learners’ successful performance. This highlights that employing teachers from rural areas could result in positive responses to challenging working conditions because they want to make a difference to the lives of others.

Notes
i. The South African Democratic Teachers’ Union (SADTU) is the largest teachers’ union in South Africa.
ii. The word “mam” is commonly used to address female teachers; a contraction of the word “madam.”
iii. Sepedi is one of the nine official African languages in South Africa; the others are Zulu, Xhosa, Ndebele, Tshivenda, Swati, Sesotho, Xitsonga and Setswana (SAlanguages.com, 2021).
iv. In the 2016 Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) results, South Africa was placed last out of the 50 countries that participated (Howie, Combrucik, Roux, Tshele, Mokoena & MeLeod Palane, 2017).
v. In the South African school system there are four phases: the Foundation Phase, which starts with Grade R (reception year, or Grade 0) and lasts 4 years (up to and including Grade 3); the Intermediate Phase that starts in Grade 4 and lasts 3 years (up to and including Grade 6); the Senior Phase which consists of Grades 7 to 9 and concludes the so-called General Education and Training Band. The Further Education and Training (FET) Band includes Grade 10 to Grade 12 (3 years), thus concluding schooling education (Department of Basic Education, Republic of South Africa, 2021).
vi. Published under a Creative Commons Attribution Licence.
vii. DATES: Received: 2 June 2020; Revised: 9 June 2021; Accepted: 22 July 2021; Published: 28 February 2022.
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